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Abstract
Various types of social media make the people share their personal experience in different
ways. In some social networking sites. Some users post their reviews, some users can support
these reviews with comments, and some users just rate the reviews as kind of support or not.
Unfortunately, there is rare explicit negative comments towards other reviews. This means if
there is a link between two users, it must be positive link. Apparently, the negative link is
invisible in these social network. Or in other word, the negative links are redundant to positive
links. In this work, we first discuss the feature extraction from social media data and propose
new method to compute the distance between each pair of comments or reviews on social
media. Then we investigate whether we can predict negative links via regression analysis
when only positive links are manifested from social media data. In particular, we provide a
principled way to mathematically incorporate multi-facet data in a novel framework,
Constructing Negative Links, CsNL to predict negative links for discovering the hidden
information. Additionally, we investigate the ways of solution to general negative link
predication problems with CsNL and its extension. Experiments are performed on real-world
data and results show that negative links is predictable with multi-facet of social media data by
the proposed framework CsNL. Essentially, high prediction accuracy suggests that negative
links are redundant to positive links. Further experiments are performed to evaluate
coefficients on different kernels. The results show that user generated content dominates the
prediction performance of CsNL.
Keywords: Social network, negative link, non-linear regression, link prediction,
multi-kernel learning
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1. Introduction

Social network sites make people share their idea and connect with each other in multiple
ways [1]. Users post their knowledge on Wikipedia, they share their personal experience on
Tripadvisor, Fackbook, Twitter, and they play network game together on Battle.net or other
platforms. These social media data demonstrate several characteristics, such as large-scale,
diversity and noisy. There is one more important characteristic is that social media data exhibit
extremely imbalance on the sentimentality which means users tend to be benevolent to others
rather than expressing their dislike or offensive to others. This scenario can be explain as
positive links dominate the social connections and there are some missing links in social
network. However, those negative links can add significant value over positive links in
practical applications [2]. For example, constructing negative links may identify the small
unique group as anomaly from large network for commerce or security. A small number of
negative links can improve the performance of recommendation systems. And negative links
themselves explicit special structure of the social network. Predicting or constructing negative
links in social network is an imperative for better designing and using social network.
Unfortunately, the negative links are invisible to us on most social media, and to discover them
entails extremely challenges.
In signed network, there are two active research topics, positive link prediction and negative
link prediction. Positive link prediction is about inferring new positive links with positive
network. Usually, network topological features are extracted from existing positive links to
predict new ones such as common neighbors, shortest path length, and Pagerank scores [3]. [4]
model the users’ correlation between their preference to find close friend in network. [5] is
using PageRank to calculate the status scores for positive links prediction.
Negative link prediction can be converted to the problem of regression or classification if
only positive link available [6][7][8]. Unsupervised methods is proposed for variation of the
link prediction [3]. However, some researcher find that without considering negative links,
only positive links can be biased [9][10]. In application, using positive links may lead to
over-estimation of the effects of erroneous recommendations [11][12].
Thus, predicting negative links using available sources require novel algorithms in
supervised or unsupervised mode. Matrix factorization techniques are chosen for building
recommendation systems [13] [14] [15]. Leskovec et al. [16] evaluates the generalization
performance across social media site with learned link classifiers. Unsupervised learning
problems is transformed into supervised learning problem for improving the prediction
accuracy [17][18]. Jiliang Tang et al. predicted distrust from only trust and incorporate social
network theory, such as social status, balance theory etc. for negative link prediction [10].
Our work is similar to [19] where SVM kernel is used as classification for negative link
prediction. The framework CsNL we proposed in this work takes advantage of the multi-facet
of the social media data. CsNL incorporates different information from network itself and
content users posted into a multi-kernel model. Not only the prediction accuracy is improved,
but the contribution from different facet of data can be estimated which prove valuable in
understanding the component of social media.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized below:
• Providing a mechanism to measure the positive link and content-centric social media data
for negative links construction;
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• Proposed a new framework CsNL to predict the negative links from multi-facet
information in social media data; and
• Conducting experiments on practical datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and
generalization of the proposed framework and evaluate the contribution of data in dominate
feature space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we briefly analyze the data sets
and define the measurement for prediction. In Section 3, we formally define the negative links
prediction in term of linear regression. In Section 4, we propose a new framework CsNL with
a mathematical formulation for constructing negative links from multi-facet of social media
data, and we discuss the ways of solution to general negative links prediction problems with
CsNL and its extension. Experimental analysis is presented in Section 5. Section 6 reviews
other related works. Conclude in Section 7 with future work.

2. Data Sets Analysis
The social media sites such as Epinions and Slashdot [24] [25] are recent availability of signed
networks which draw great attention on signed network researhing. In this study, Epinions and
Slashdot social networks are used as our dataset for analysis. We collect two dataset from
these two sites. Epinions is a product review website where users can post reviews and create a
link to others with positive or negative attitude which is an explicit identification of link sign.
Slashdot is a news website working in the similar mechanism to Epinions. User can tag each
other as “friends” or “foes” which are identification of link sign. CsNL is trying to predict
negative links in these networks. All the negative links can be used as ground-truth for
evaluation. The statistics of the dataset is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistics of the Epinions and Slashdot

Number of Users
Number of Positive Links
Number of Negative Links
Number of Posts
Number of Positive Rates
Number of Negative Rates

Epinions
15,230
255,315
51,670
596,468
6,235,673
153,236

Slashdot
7,367
62,347
18,912
280,246
1,693,234
39,498

2.1 Feature Extraction
Social media data is noisy and highly diversity, it is challenging, if not impossible, to
accurately predict the negative links without a good feature representation. It is thus desirable
to develop a systematical feature representation approach to effectively characterize the nature
of negative links.
If the negative links are invisible to users, there must be some relation between positive
links and negative links. This means negative links are redundant to positive links. In order to
find this relationship, we need to properly evaluate the properties of the positive links and
extract most useful features for machine learning approach, here we employ regression
analysis. We first follow similar procedure described in [20] [19] to extract two types of
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features which are users’ features and users’ pair features.
• Users’ features are based on the degree from perspective of graph. We extract user’s
indegree and outdegree to denote the interactions. Other features are the number of
triads that each user involved, the number of reviews or comments that user posted,
the number of user ratings, and the number of positive ratings or negative ratings, for
example, in Epinions, ratings larger than 3 as positive, those lower than 3 as negative.
• Users’ pair features are extracted from the properties of a pair of users. These features
are the number of positive or negative ratings, Jaccard coefficients of indegree or
outdegree of user pair, the number of triad involving edge of user pair.
The above two features subsets are mainly based on properties from graph. There is another
important content, user’s reviews and comments that should be considered to extract useful
features for better description of datasets. The contents users created may be short and have
lots of abbreviation, so we extract feature using approach in [21]. Then we use radial bias
function to compute the distance between two contents as a distance between these two users.
Suppose each post ci is represented as a feature vector fi , the distance between two users is
defined as:
Dui ,u j ( f i , f j ) =

fi − f j
fi

fj

Unfortunately, if the user did not post, the distance with this user can’t be measured in term
of the contents. Here we put the interaction between ui and u j into consideration when
defining the distance. There are two scenarios exist: one user has post and another have no post,
both users have no post. Users without posts can have a rating of positive or negative. Thus we
have other 4 types of possible distances defined as below:
ui has post, u j has no post with positive rating to uk .
Dui ,u j ( f i , f k ) =

fi − f k
fi

fk

ui has post, u j has no post with negative rating to uk .
Dui ,u j ( f i , f k ) = 1 −

fi − f k
fi

fk

ui with negative rating to uk , u j with positive rating to u p .

Dui ,u j ( f k , f p ) = 1 −

fk − f p
fk

fp

ui and u j with same kind of ratings to their interaction users, uk and u p .

Dui ,u j ( f k , f p ) =

fk − f p
fk

fp

If the user has more than one post or rating, we randomly choose one of post or interaction
to calculate the distance. Because it is more likely that the users share the similar opinions to
the product or service. The user features, pair features and content features can be description
of data from three sources. Each of them can be used for machine learning based approaches.
The combination of them gives a comprehensive description which lead to a better regression
performance.
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3. Problem Statement
Let

u = {u , u ,...,u
1

2

N

} be the set of N users, A p ∈ R N × N represents positive links where

A ijp = 1 if ui has a positive link to u j and A ijp = 0 otherwise. Let

p = { p , p ,..., p
1

2

M

} be the set

N ×M

to denote the user-review relationships
of M pieces of reviews (comments). We use B ∈ R
where Bij = 1 if p j is posted by user ui , and Bij = 0 otherwise. Reviews express the opinion to
the service or products. If user u j makes comments on that reviews, we can obtain opinion of
support or disagree with off-the-shelf opinion mining tools. User u j ’s opinion expresses
directly from rating if there is no comments made by user. With or without comments, we can
form a user-user relations matrix Lij ∈ R N × N where Lij = 1 , Lij = −1 and Lij = 0 , if user ui gives
or rate positive, negative or neutral (or no) opinions respectively, between ui and u j .
Now we can formulate the problem of negative link construction with only positive links. In
this formulation, we try to evaluate that if negative links are redundant to positive links. By
extracting topological features from positive links, we should find a transformation matrix
W ∈ R N × N to transfer positive links to negative links, i.e., WA p ≈ A n . Apparently a global
optimal solution of W can be obtained via the following linear regression problem as:
min WA p − A n
W

2
F

+α W

2
F

(3.1)

2

where the term W F is introduced to avoid overfitting. With W , given all positive links
about a user ui , we can predict ui ’s negative links. Essentially, high prediction accuracy can
prove our evaluation that negative links are redundant to positive links. As we know, social
media data are noisy and diversity. The prediction of negative from only positive links shows
poor performance using linear model with each subset features or combination of three. Table
2 shows the prediction performance with linear regression model and random guessing in term
of accuracy. We find that performance of linear model is no better than random guessing.
Table 2. Prediction accuracy using Random method and linear regression method.

Algorithm
Random
Linear regression

Epinions
0.0002
0.0003

Slashdot
0.0003
0.0003

In Section 2, we extract three sets of features from social media data. These features give
multi-facet description of the characteristics of social media. From another perspective, each
feature subset means data comes from one source data. So social media is from three sources
of data. As we already know that, simply combining three features subsets for linear regression
gives a prediction performance no better that random guessing (see Table 2), we think there
can be other way to combining them. In addition, the three features subsets are raising another
interesting problem. Which does subset of features dominate the performance of negative link
prediction on different data?
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework of NsCL

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the differences for the existing variations of the problem as follows:
 Constructing the links and predicting the sign of these links at the same time. The
existing variation assumes the links already existed and only predict the sign.
 Identifying the contribution of the feature subset for the prediction of the negative link.
The existing variation is without the ability for the estimation of the contribution.

4. The Framework of CsNL
An SVM framework can be used for regression with kernel, it has better generalization
capabilities than other learning models. The three features subsets extracted can be considered
as three sources of dataset. So our framework of CsNL is based on multiple kernels SVM
which taking advantage of the multiple sources of data to perform nonlinear regression
analysis. However, the problem we consider in the first place is about only positive links
existed. Suppose the users have negative interactions relationship, we briefly analyze that the
negative interactions, which are mainly from lower ratings, do prove the existence of negative
links. Note that the negative links in datasets are served only as a ground-truth for evaluation.
This assumption is proved in [19] that users with negative interactions are likely to have
negative links. So next, we will first give details about negative links construction, and then we
formulate the problem and discuss the solution.
4.1 Negative Links Construction
The content (reviews) the users posted expresses the opinion of the user
according to
personal experience of the service or product. If another user
supports this opinion, user
can make positive comments or give a high rate. If user
dislikes service or product, the
negative comments can be made or low rate is given. This negative interaction from to
manifests the possible existence of negative link from
to .
Hypothesis test is designed on Epinions to help us make an inference about the existence of
negative links at the desired level of confidence. We follow the similar procedure [19] to
conduct a two-sample t-test. We randomly select users’ pair with and without negative
interactions as sample a set and simultaneously, another sample set b is collected according to
existence of real negative links in sample set a. The null hypothesis
is strongly
accepted (Note: refer to [19] for detail). Thus, it is fair to state that negative interaction
between users’ pair is a manifested indication of the negative links.
Taking negative interactions as negative links is a straight way to construct the negative
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links, which can be used as ground truth for evaluation of the prediction performance from
only positive links. The datasets we used are from Epinions and Slashdot which have negative
links ready for analysis. The way we provide for negative links construction definitely can be
used for those with only positive links available.
4.2 Formulation
From Section 3 we know, negative link prediction can be formulated as regression problem.
Eq. (3.1) is a multi-targets linear regression model and do not exploit nonlinearity. We also
know that social media data comprised of three set of features, which demonstrate the noisy,
and highly diversity of the dataset. So the nonlinearity and multi-sources data should be put
into consideration when model the data. In this work, we take advantage of multi-kernel
support vector regression model to do prediction. We already define the feature sets and
distance between user pair. Apparently, there are three kernels in model. Since kernels are
from different feature set, they contain different information, which may improve the
prediction performance.
Let χ = {x1 , x2 ,..., xN } be training examples. Each xi is a vector comprised of three feature
sets f 1 , f 2 , f 3 . Technically, we have three sets of examples represented as xim , m = 1, 2,3 with
dimension of size of f i , i = 1, 2,3 . The problem we discuss here is two-class learning problem
whereby one of the classes, referred to as positive links class, is well-sampled. This is what we
know one-class classification [39]. The goal of this kind of classification is to construct a
decision surface around the examples from positive links class in order to distinguish between
positive links and negative links.
By taking the inspiration of SVM (Support Vector Machine), the positive links samples can
be separated by a hyperplane from feature space, f 1 , f 2 , f 3 . Now we can introduce multi-SVM
to solve negative links predication problem. The primal problem is thus:
1
(∑ d w ) + C ∑ x
2
w.r.t. w ∈ R f1 × R f2 × R f3 , x ∈ R+n , b ∈ R

m
n
2
j
j
i 1 i
=j 1 =
2

min

(4.1)

s.t. yi (∑ j w x ji + b) ≥ 1 − xi , ∀i ∈ {1, , n}
T
j

Usually, the decision surfaces w j , j = 1, 2,3 , cannot be found in original feature space. Thus
under kernel SVMformulation, the linear discriminant with the maximum margin in the
feature space is induced by the mapping function Φ . The resulting discriminant function is:
f ( x) = ω T Φ ( x) + β

(4.2)
where ω is weight in kernel feature space Φ ( x) . β can be soft-margin regulization term or
constant. Here β is a constant for simplifying model.
Usually Eq.(4.2) is solved through the Lagrangian dual optimization formulation:
N

Max
α

1

i

=i 1

N

=i 1 =j 1

N

s.t.

N

− ∑∑
∑ aaa
2

∑a y
i =1

i

i

=0

C ≥ ai ≥ 0

i

j

yi y j k ( xi , x j )

(4.3)
∀i

where k ( xi , x j ) =< Φ ( xi ), Φ ( x j ) > is the kernel function, and α is the vector of dual variables
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corresponding to each separation constraint. Using the KTT condition, the discriminant
function can be written as:
N

∑ α y k ( x , x) + β

=
f ( x)

i

i =1

i

(4.4)

i

In Eq. (4.4), k is one kernel function. Here we employ linear combination of multi-kernels as
P

Κ ( xi , x j ) =
∑ σ i km ( xim , x mj )

(4.5)

m =1

where p = 3 in our model because of three feature sets from data. Combining three kernels is
useful and complementary by kernels themselves because each kernel gives a presentation of
one perspective of data and combination of perspective achieve better regression or
classification accuracy than each of the kernels [22]. According to [23], we can have the
quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP) dual formulation as:
N

max
α

1

=i 1

N

=i 1 =j 1

N

s.t.

N

1

− ∑∑ a
∑ aa
2

∑a y
i =1

i

i

i

j

yi y j Κ ( xi , x j )

=0

(4.6)

C ≥ ai ≥ 0
The coefficient σ i is determined by training data from combining kernel as
P

Κ ( xi , x j ) =
∑ σ m ( xi | D)km ( xim , x mj )σ m ( x j | D)
m =1

where σ m ( xi | D) is defined as
σ m ( xi | D) =

exp(< ν m , Φ (x) > +ν m 0 )
p

∑ exp(< ν , Φ(x) >) +ν
l =1

l

l0

QCQP approach gives significantly better results than any single kernel and the unweighted
sum of kernels. We can use gradient-descent method to train model with Function (4.6) which
denoted as J ( v) [23].
∂J ( v )
1 N N P
=− ∑∑∑ α iα j yi y jσ k ( xi )Κ ( xi , x j )σ k ( x j )(1 − σ m (x i ) + 1 − σ m (x j ))
∂υm 0
2=i 1 =j 1 =k 1

(4.7)

∂J ( v )
1 N N P
=
− ∑∑∑ α iα j yi y jσ k ( xi )Κ ( xi , x j )σ k ( x j )( xi [1 − σ m (x i )] + x j [1 − σ m (x j )]) (4.8)
∂υm
2=i 1 =j 1 =k 1

Following the training process in J ( v) [23], we update Κ ( xi , x j ) each step then update υm 0
and υm until convergence.
4.3 Discussion
In social media, researchers are mainly working on passive way to study user-generated
content and interactions. Finding and understanding the negative links in social media is like a
two-step way that we need to first locate negative links, which are invisible to us, and then we
extract meaningful information which is value to us. In order to accomplish these two steps,
we need to answer three research questions.
Question 1: are negative links redundant to positive links?
As we discussed above, the negative links can be constructed using only positive links by:
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min WA p − A n
W

2
F

+α W

2

(4.9)

F

If the negative links are redundant to positive links, some topoplgical features from positive
links might be sufficient to indicate the existence of negative links. Essentially, by employing
highly-craft prediction method as in our work, those features can be further grouped according
to the prediction contribution.
Question 2: how to predict the negative links with co-existence of positive links and
negatives?
In some applications, there are some negative links available for predication. We can extend
Eq.(3.1) to take advantage of those labeled samples, as
min WA p − A n
W

index
p

2
F

+α W

2
F

+ β W index A index
− A index
p
n

2
F

(4.10)

index
n

where A and A
are the labeled samples. We can solve this optimization problem using
SVM formulation by adding one constraint for each samples in data set. The constraint
calculates the prediction error as if the positive links were negative links. Thus we reach to the
semi-supervised SVM as:
1
(∑ d w ) + C ∑ x
2
w.r.t. w ∈ R f1 × R f2 × R f3 , x ∈ R+n , b ∈ R

m
n
2
j
j
=j 1 =
i 1 i
2

min

s.t. yi (∑ j w Tj x ji + b) ≥ 1 - xi , ∀i ∈ {1,  , n}

(4.11)

- (∑ j w Tj x ji - b) ≥ 1 - ηi

This is an extension of CsNL in our work, which can be solved using approach described in
[23].
Question 3: What is the added value of negative links?
The negative links can be obtained by framework CsNL and its extension under different
scenarios. Now we can apply negative links in some real-world applications such as
recommendation and classification.
Recommendation: Let ν = {v1 , v2 ,..., vI } be items set. Rij is the rating score. We can take
positive links A p and negative links A n as sources for recommendations. For example,
positive links can be used to find relevant items and negative links to eliminate some items
otherwise to be recommended.
Let Ο { ui , v j | R ij ≠ 0} be the set of observed ratings and
=
=
M { ui , vk | R ik ≠ 0} be the set of missing ratings. Then we reach to the recommendation

problem as:
f :{O, Ap , An } → {Rˆik , for ui , vk ∈ M }

(4.12)

Appearently, the problem described in Eq. (4.12) is the extension of CsNL described in Eq.
(4.11). Other works[15][40] on recommendation are only putting positive links into
consideration.
Classification: We can build up the user-post links with distance we defined in Section 2.
Let U be this distance matrix and F be features set. X denotes feature-value of each data
sample. Y is the labe indicatior matrix. A p and A n be the known positive links and negative
links. The classification problem is to predict Yˆ for labeled data X̂ . Since the framework
CsNL we proposed in this work is working on one-class sample. We can model the problem
into one-class classification problem as Eq. (4.2) described. Then the samples not in this class
can be treated as another class. The classification problem requires further study according to
the application, such as node classification [41].
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5. Experimental Analysis
In this section, we first perform the experiments for quantity analysis of the proposed
framework of CsNL. Then we report the coefficient of kernels’ combination which represents
the contribution of various features to the performance.
Because we predict negative links from only positive links, this formulation can be viewed
as one-class classification. So we employ three metrics for evaluation, they are precision,
recall and F1-measure defined as:
precision =
recall =
F1 =

tp
tp + fp

tp
tp + fn

2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

Several kernel functions are used for construction of CsNL respectively. They are Gaussian
2
x −x
π
π
2
kernel k ( xi =
=
k ( xi , x)
cos( xi − x ) , logistic kernel
, x) exp(− i 2 ) , cosine kernel
4
2
2σ
k ( xi , x) =

1

and sigmoid kernel k ( xi , x) =

2

1

.
π e x − x + e− x − x
e
+2+e
Since constructing negative links can be viewed as problem of one-class classification, we
need to choose binary classification function for discriminant analysis. Because logistic
sigmoid function can introduce non-linearity to the model and, from the real-world data
analysis, we know that the distance between pair of samples is within certain range. The
logistic sigmoid function is working well as resulting discriminant function in Eq. (4.1) for
CsNL.
xi − x

2

− xi − x

2

2

i

f ( x) =

1
1 + exp(− x)

2

i

(5.1)

The first experiment is to access the performance of CsNL on different kernel functions. By
using different kernel function, CsNL model is formulated according to problem (4.5). After
the training according to Eq. (4.6), Eq. (4.7) with two datasets respectively, then we perform
the prediction. Table 3 reports the experiments results on two datasets.
Table 3. Prediction performance using different kernel function on two datasets.
Epinions
Slashdot
Kernel
function
Precision
Recall
F1
Precision
Recall
F1
Gaussion
0.2956
0.3201
0.3073
0.2203
0.2245
0.2224
Cosine
0.2901
0.3192
0.3040
0.2191
0.2135
0.2162
Logistic
0.2842
0.3110
0.2970
0.2031
0.2105
0.2067
Sigmoid
0.2801
0.3119
0.2951
0.2010
0.2127
0.2067

The first row of the Table 3 shows the best performance of NsCL when using Gaussion
kernel. The features we defined in our study are all real number. Gaussion kernel makes a good
fitting to our model.
In the next experiments, we compare the performance of NsCL with other based-line
methods. The baseline methods are as follow:
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•
•

Random: The labels of the links are randomly guessed.
Single SVM kernel methods: Nonlinear prediction model which combining three
feature sets into one for constructing one kernel under SVM setting.
• NeLP [19]: multi-kernel with fixed coefficient.
Discriminant function in Eq. (5.1) is used for all the base-line methods. Gaussion kernel is
used for construction of each methods. We set the parameter for NeLP as reported in [19]. The
experiments results are reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Prediction performance using different prediction methods on two datasets.
Epinions
Slashdot
Methods
Precision
Recall
F1
Precision
Recall
F1
Random
0.0002
0.0005
0.0003
0.0004
0.0005
0.0004
Single SVM
0.2539
0.3768
0.3034
0.1992
0.1936
0.1964
NeLP
0.2915
0.3810
0.3303
0.2131
0.2105
0.2118
NsCL
0.2956
0.3901
0.3363
0.2203
0.2245
0.2224

The first row in Table 4 is the results of random guessing. Without doubt about it, the
performance is extremely low. The second row of single SVM is actually a special case of
NsCL with one kernel employed. This method takes the feature set as whole for the kernel
building. The third row of NeLP is also a special case of NsCL with pre-fixed coefficients on
each kernel. The drawback of this method is that we have to set these coefficient in advance.
From the results in fourth row, the precision and recall are all slight lower than NsCL. The
premier characteristic of NsCL is that the coefficient is evaluated from the datasets themselves.
This makes the NsCL exhibit high robustness to the diversity datasets.
As stated in [19], the prediction model trained from social media data can be consider as a
generalization model for broadly available social media data. So our next experiments are
followed the similarly setting in [19] to evaluate the performance of CsNL. We first train
CsNL with Epinions and perform classification on Epinions and Slashdot. Then we train
CsNL with Slashdot and perform classification on Slashdot and Epinions.

(a) Recall
(b) Accuracy
Fig. 2. The prediction performance using different dataset for training and testing.

As Fig. 2 shows, CsNL remain relative high classification performance when testing on
different dataset. These result prove the good generalization when CsNL are working as a
classifier with different training data.
Since framework of CsNL is multi-kernel model, the coefficient on each kernel can be the
evaluation of kernel contribution to prediction. The kernel coefficient is computed from
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training data. The last experiment is to evaluate the dominance of the source of data in term of
the kernel coefficient. We report the results on two datasets in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Coefficients on different kernel

Apparently, kernel from distance defined in subsection 2.1 achieves high coefficient. This
result means the contents user posted dominate the performance of the prediction. This finding
reveals that the features we define in subsection 2.1 provide powerful discriminative capability
for negative prediction. And these features bridge the gap for the sentimentality discovery
even the users have no comments or reviews.

6. Other Related Work
In this section, we briefly review works which is related to social network mining and its
applications.
The power-law distributions is a well known propertity of the social network [26]. J. Tang et.al.
reported that in signed network positive links are denser thatn negative links [27]. Clustering
coefficient is another property introduced by [28]. This property cannot be applied to signed
network mining, especially for negative links. There are two properties, reciprocity and
transitivity, which are widly used in positve link predictions [29][27]. Balance theory [30] and
power-law distribution are very useful properties for many social mining applications, such as
community discovery [31], information diffusion [32] and data classification [33] or
clustering [34].
The techniques in community discovery can be directly applied to recommendation system
[35]. Information diffusion is applied to marketing [32][36]. Classification and clustering are
techniques that are more general. Research efforts have mainly focus on signed network,
especially on negative link networks [37][38].

7. Conclusion
Negative links provide valuable information to social media. However, most social media do
not support user to specify negative links. It is necessary to use positive links and other
information such as review and rating to inference the existence of the negative links. Social
media data is diversity and in large scale, this make the problem of negative link prediction
challenging. In this paper, a new framework of CsNL is proposed which takes multi-facet of
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social media data in to consideration to construct negative links. We first analyze the feature of
dataset and define a new measurement for nonlinear analysis. Then CsNL based on
multi-kernel SVM is built for exploit the information from positive links for negative links
prediction. Experiments are performed on real-world datasets. Experimental results prove the
effective and generalization of CsNL. Moreover, the framework evaluation demonstrates the
contribution for prediction from each source of data.
Future work will be on the investigation of incorporation model with light negative
information existed which can further improve the prediction accuracy. We plan to put these
models into practical application such as recommendation systems or social network security
system.
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